
 

June‟s Jam session was held on the 2nd in the loft at Hoggy‟s Res-

taurant.  This evening‟s events were geared around the idea of 

Sharing. Daina dazzled us with her Glimmer Tattoo kits, Luise 

showed off her hard earned 2nd place trophy she won in the Nov-

ice Face Painting category during Fabaic in May. I displayed all 

of my fabulous Fabaic loot as well as gave a brief demo on jew-

elry painting with Carmen as my gracious model. We, once 

again, got out our brag books and shared appreciation for the 

artwork of our fellow face/body painters as we got caught up 

with each other. 
 

The highlight of the evening, in my humble opinion, was the airbrush instruction/demonstration 

from Gus of Masterpieces. We were given a glimpse of what a professional airbrush setup looks 

like as well as the opportunity to actually play with the airbrush paints that Luise brought back 

from Fabaic. We used stencils primarily, naturally, and our youngest member, Sharnell volun-

teered herself to receive her very first Avatar makeover thanks to Gus. We did actually do some 

painting some on the Hoggy‟s staff as I had some cool designs from the Wolfe Brother‟s new 

book I wanted to try out.  
 
All in all, it was a good time had by all, doing what we like to do best. Talking…about everything 

under the sun, Sharing…our personal and artistic experiences…and  Growing…as entertainers 

and as friends.  I can‟t wait to see what July will have in store for us! 
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Fabaic 2nd Place Award Winning 

“Sunflowers” Mask 

 painted by Luise Easton  
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July’s Agenda  July’s Agenda    
This month‟s meeting will be hosted by none other than our very own uber crafty person 

Luise Easton. Hot off of a month chocked full of fabulous inspiration and intense training, 

“Weezie‟ is very excited about taking this month‟s meeting by the horns. And the focus on 

this meeting? Artistic stretching and Thinking outside the box. I promise, you won‟t be disap-

pointed … unless of course, you miss this meeting (smirk). 

This month, everyone will be tasked with coming to the meeting, not only with their kit in tow, 

but also a quick tip, trick, or technique to share. We‟ll each be given the floor for 5 minutes 

to discuss/demonstrate/brag about something that we‟ve learned that has worked for us. Is 

there a way that you manage your lines that you feel will be helpful? Share it! Did you find a 

cool resource for supplies? By all means, Share it! Questions and answers will follow each mini 

presentation. No tip/trick or technique is too small so we‟re looking for 100% participation 

guys! 

The second activity on the menu for the night will be a round or two of Robbie Hay‟s awe-

some face painting game, Gazebo. I picked it up while at Pashur‟s Columbus Workshop last 

month and I promise, it‟s a creativity stretcher!  The game challenges you to paint a variety 

of specific things/themes, using specific colors, tools and techniques… all within a specific 

amount of time. If you have issues with thinking outside of your creative box or straying too 

far away from your comfort zone, this game will … “help” you out a lot. Gazebo promises to 

challenge your skills, ignite your creativity and stretch your imagination ... as well as generate 

a few laughs. Bring your sense of humor...you‟ll need it!        (Continued  on pg.2) 
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Fabulousness at Fabaic 2010  Fabulousness at Fabaic 2010  by Karen Fairby Karen Fair  
Creativity was abound and running unchecked at this year‟s Fabaic Convention...read on... 
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July’s Agenda  July’s Agenda  (continued)  N. E.  Ohio Jammers:N. E.  Ohio Jammers:   

Amanda’s Elaborate Eyes 
Face Painting  
Amanda Destro 
216-990-5929 (Twinsburg) 

www.elaborateeyes.com 
a.destro.designs@gmail.com 
  

Amazing Face 
Face Painting & Glitter Tattoos 
Diana I. Westman 
440-364-9867 (Lake County)
amazingface@ameritech.net  

Faces of Fair 
Karen Fair, OSCI 
Face Painting, Glitter  Tatts & Henna 
Cleveland, OH 
216-961-7458 ~ 216-374-8497 

klfair@sbcglobal.net  

Faces and Fun Face Painting 
Face/Body Painting, Balloons & Glitter 
Tattoos 
Connie Anderson-Ritter 
Brecksville, OH 
440-724-8858 (8-6pm only) 
www.facesandfun.com 

Fairy Tale Design 
Janet Hill 
Face Painting & Murals 
Avon, OH 
440-937-2166 ~ 440-506-9776 
www.fairytaledesign.net 
Janfairytale@hotmail.com 

Fun Faces by Lori 
Lori  
Face Painting   
Parma Heights, OH 
440-281-0600 
www.funfacesbylori.com 
thejarygas4@att.net 

Funky Faces/Body Art 
Marjorie Funk 
Face Painting, Temp Tattoos & Balloon 
Twisting 
Canton, OH 
330-454-8725 
fnkdesigns@earthlink.net 

Guylene Harold 
Face Painting 
North Olmstead, OH 
216-387-6375~ 440-235-7029 
Guyleneh@wowway.com 

Imaginastic Face Painting 
Jeanette Benware 
Face Painting & Glitter Tattoos 
Avon/Avon Lake, OH 
440-670-8156 ~ 440-835-7391 
www.imaginastic-facepainting.com 
imaginasticfp@gmail.com 

 

Once we‟ve finished stirring up our creative juices, we will then open the doors for a little patron 

painting, fellowship and swap shop shopping. We hope to see you all there, July 7th! 

As a result of there being a lot of interest in purchasing practice heads and skins I‟ll have a few 

practice heads on hand (as well as the heads for people who‟ve already ordered them).  

The prices are as follows: 

Practice Head w/ Proskin Cover $21.00   Replacement Covers: $7.00 

Practice Head table stand/vice: $5.00 

ProSkin Practice Pads 4.00 

ProSkin Practice Eyes Pad $12.00 

On the agenda for this meeting: 

5:00-6:30pm Mealtime and Fellowship and Swap Shopping 

6:30-7:30pm Tips, Tricks and Techniques Discussion/Demonstration 

7:30-8:00pm Gazebo Game 

8:00-9:00pm Networking, Fellowshipping, More Shopping & Mindless wandering around. 

Hey there!  At the end of May, Luise Easton & I flew down to Orlando to attend FABIAC 2010.  Let me tell 

you... there was so much to see and learn! Colors. Skin. Patterns.  It was all way worth the sensory over-

load! The convention ran from Wednesday (May 26th) until Monday (May 31st) and was open to people 

of all ages; kids to great grandparents, skillsets; from novices to master artists, and disciplines; from air-

brushing to balloon artistry. The Convention even offered a special group of classes geared towards 

young entertainers from 3 to 17 years old! They were able to take classes in face painting, balloon twist-

ing and magic that were structured towards the younger learner.  For the adults the convention offered 

more than I could possibly write without turning this report into a novel. I can‟t tell you everything that 

we did, saw and thought, but I can give you a little taste: 
 

Wednesday: The first thing we did was check into our rooms and the convention. We‟d hooked up with 

some great ladies, Blanca from TX & Sally from VA, who turned out to not only be excellent roomies but 

awesome creative minds as well! Once we were settled and check in we promptly headed to the ven-

dor room to do some shopping and watch various artist‟s giving demos at their sponsoring manufac-

turer‟s booth. The room was alive with painting, sponging and airbrushing, and some were even com-

bining all three techniques to create their artwork! It was an amazing treat for the eyes; Pashur, Mark 

Reid, Jinny and Amerikan Body Art artists, and Erika (henna master).  Yolanda & Julian Bertram came all 

the way from Australia to share their amazing prosthetics, and I became the proud owner of a set of 

Fairie Ears!  
 

Thursday: Our day began with classes; my first being an awesome one taught by Kathy Hunt aka Katie 

the Great! At one point, the invited instructors were setup at stations along the hallway where they were 

painting all of the attendees! Luise and I where both  painted; me by renowned artist Ashley Pickin and 

Luise by an artists (can‟t remember his name sorry) who has painted with the Wolfe Bros.  The hardest 

part of Thursday was the class decisions that we had to make. There were so many options for instruc-

tion that the desire to do EVERYTHING was almost overwhelming! At that point we went our separate 

ways as Luise and I opted to select classes that would both interest us and better us individually.   
 

So what classes did I take? Well I took a Henna class w/ Erika from Amerikan Body Art, a jewelry painting 

class w/ Lilly Walters (California), and a “Princess/Butterfly” class w/ Lynne Jamison which was the most 

awesome class because I love her style. I took a class geared towards mastering the use of the various 

industry products such as Ben Nye StarBlends and Lumierre powders, Mica powders, and glitter gel. I 

even learned some secrets to making my own homemade liquid bling. 
 

After classes wrapped up for the evening we attended the convention party. The "Gambling Adven-

ture" themed event was highlighted by a Chinese auction for some pretty awesome prizes, including 

free admission to Fabaic 2011, Personalized “one-on-one” instruction from a varied selection of re-

nowned artists around the world, A FULL set of Wolfe Bro Paints, and Glitter Kits …just to name a few . 

Then there was the dancing…yes DANCING! We watched in awe as a fully painted stilt walker & various 

other similarly adorned models got their „groove‟ on! I couldn‟t possibly describe the scene, but I can 

say that it was definitely one that you have to see to believe!                                        (continued on Pg.3) 
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N. E.  Ohio Jammers:N. E.  Ohio Jammers:   

Joy the Clown 
Games, Balloons, Face Painting & Magic  
Cleveland, OH (South) 
216-641-2333 ~ 216-970-6522 

Suzan Houston 
Face Painting , Glitter Tats & Ballooning 
Richfield, OH 
330-620-9530 ~ 330-659-3223 
www.5star-talent.com 

Weezie Does It Crafts 
Face Painting & Various Crafts 
Olmsted Falls, OH  
440-235-5757~440-759-3729 
weeziedoesit@cox.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rest of the convention was a blur for us so I‟ll just wrap up with a montage of everything else I 

experienced: I attended yet another Wolfe Brothers class and was, once again, painted by them (this 

makes my third time in three conventions!), this time as an awesome pink dragon. I attended so 

many classes that my artistic cup literally ran over! When we weren‟t in class, we watching demos 

that were taking place in the vendor‟s room and the hotel lobby. The number of designs we saw 

were just as mind blowing as the actual execution of the design: “Gothic Peacock”, "Yellow Subma-

rine  & Blue Meanie Beatles", "Evil Mermaid", " Bull Fighter", "Bubbles", and "Black w/ Liquid Gold" just to 

name a few. Many of the designs incorporated prosthetic pieces to take the artwork to another level 

all together. I can‟t begin to describe the awesome artistic force that gathered in sunny Orlando, 

Florida in May, but I can invite you to take a look for yourself by taking a stroll through the Fabaic 

album on my Facebook page.  

The Gala celebration took place on the last day of the convention. We celebrated the close of the 

convention and cheered on the weekend‟s various competition winners as they were recognized. 

Speaking of competitions, did I mention that Louise & I entered our designs in the Novice Face Paint-

ing category? Louise WON 2nd place for her beautiful "Sunflower Mask" design!! I know that competi-

tions aren‟t for everyone since they can be stressful and hectic, but for me it was a great learning 

experience and an opportunity for artistic growth. As a result of our efforts Luise and I were told that 

we can now add “International Competitor” to our list of face painting accomplishments!  

Another benefit of the convention was being able to not only finally meet many of the people that 

you‟ve read about or spoken to electronically but also the opportunity to meet so many new crazy & 

fantastic people.  Louise and I introduced ourselves to the "Southern Buckeyes" aka The Columbus 

Ohio Face Painters Guild. It was great to finally meet Robbie Hay & the whole crew who were respon-

sible for the very bizarre “Superman in Drag” full body design (the one that Robbie will have a hard 

time living down).  They were such a nice group of ladies, and they invited us to all meet up in Mans-

field sometime in the near future...I‟ve got my fingers crossed! 

All in all, this year‟s Fabaic Convention was much more than an artistic treat and it‟s an experience 

that I‟d recommend every face/body artist partake of … at least once! Next year is the 10th year An-

niversary of Fabaic and Marcela Murad has already promised it to be an event not to be missed! 

So… who‟s going?!  

(End) 

 

http://www.5star-talent.com
mailto:weeziedoesit@sbcglobal.net
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Review: Pashur’s Columbus Weekend Workshops   Review: Pashur’s Columbus Weekend Workshops   by C,Jeanette Benwareby C,Jeanette Benware 

 Last month I had the great fortune to be able to attend two of renowned face &amp; body artist Pashur House‟s 

conventions in neighboring Columbus Ohio. Admittedly, I was probably more nervous than most for three very good reasons: 
 

1. The workshops entailed 2 days of (15+ hours) of intense study under the tutelage of Pashur. 

2. This was to be my first jaunt into the formal training arena of this art form. 

3. Pashur was going to be there and observing my woeful attempts to be artistic. 
 

I‟d spoken (via email) to Pashur on many occasions prior to the workshops and he assured me that nervousness wasn‟t on the 

supplies list for the class and that it was something best left at home (or at least in my suitcase). I, being who I am, decided I 

knew better and brought my full complement of butterflies and insecurities along for the ride anyway. Not to worry, in his own 

special way, Mr. House made quick work of my nerves and in no time I was acquiescing to being slowly nudged out of my 

comfort zone (and yes, I did mutter some nasty expletives under my breath as I painted what I was told to paint). 
 

We‟ve all heard the comments from other convention/workshop goers about instructors who are inadequately equipped to 

teach, those who are somewhat arrogant in their self perceptions and those who , even while teaching, are reluctant to di-

vulge a lot of their „secrets‟. I wasn‟t concerned that Pashur would fall into any of those categories of instructor attributes, but 

I truly didn‟t know what to expect, again, this was my first time. My first impression of Pashur was that of a warm spirit just burst-

ing at the seams with creativity and a desire to drown his students in his vast knowledge.  As pseudo-psychotic as that sounds, 

it was a good thing! 
 

From the first hug of greeting, to the to the artfully crafted pranks, Pashur went out of his way make the experience a comfort-

able one.  As he taught the classes, we were given little critiques and suggestions on how to better achieve what we want to 

paint as well as nuggets of positive affirmation that helped to shore up any insecurities one might have. I left the workshops 

not only feeling slightly artistically abused (I‟ll explain later) but also much more secure in my ability to eventually learn all of 

the techniques I needed to learn in order to paint the way I want to paint. Read on for reviews of the classes. 
 

Pashur’s Super Workshop & Jam 2 
In his Super Workshop &amp; Jam 2 class, Pashur demonstrated the secrets to several 

of his signature designs. From the fabulously blingy jester eye design to the seemingly 

imposing scorpion and spider, all of the designs were broken down to their simplest 

interpretations and we were all encouraged to paint along to make sure the knowl-

edge reached its target.  Though Pashur is an ambassador of sorts for Kryolan, he did 

offer alternative brand suggestions to help us create his designs with our own pal-

ettes. 
 

I particularly liked the portion of the class where we painted the spiders and scorpions 

because it was so much more than a step-by-step/how-to demo. As Pashur dupli-

cated his creations on various parts of Jennifer‟s torso, he gave us tidbits of informa-

tion about the insects/arachnid/creepy crawly that would serve to make remembering their proper anatomical configura-

tions easy. Many of the tidbits he shared are also mentioned in his hot off the presses step-by-step booklet Spiders &amp; 

Scorpions, but there‟s nothing like being able to ask questions in order to get it right. With every step-by-step demo, he gave 

the class a chance to capture the step by asking Jennifer to provide close-up for those who either wanted to photograph the 

step or just verify that they‟d painted it properly.  I have to stop here to say a little something about Ms. Jennifer.  She is truly 

an amazing woman.  She graciously presented herself to be photographed hundreds of times over the weekend and often 

found time to offer up a word or two of humor, praise and direction while she was doing it. If you get a chance to check out 

Pashur‟s website, be sure to check out the line of Pashur inspired jewelry she‟s designed . 
 

The days teaching wasn‟t simply painting step-by-steps however.  We were also „subjected‟ to a few Pashur Games (or what 

he called exercises) aimed at stretching our creativity. Usually these games served as a tie-in to a technique or process that 

he was trying to teach and inevitably they always resulted in a few laughs as well as artistic stretch marks. 
 

After a nice dinner at a local restaurant, we came back to the class room for a bit of jamming. Mind you, because we all 

spent so much time „talking shop‟ over dinner we didn‟t start the Jam until late, but how often do you find a painter so will ing 

to let you pick his brain over a hot meal? The jam was hilarious (though I think some of my loopiness was due in part to the late 

hour). We were REALLY stretched during the session and I think Pashur would‟ve been willing to keep going had it not been for  

(Continued on Pg.5) 



 

that surpassed anything I could‟ve imagined and I would take the class again without a single concern about monotony. 
 

Pashur's Rockin’ Tattoos & Tribals 101 
I won‟t go into a long diatribe about the second day‟s class because you could proba-

bly just cut and paste everything I wrote above and it would be a perfect fit for this class 

critique. The tattoos that were presented (of the Ed Hardy variety) were phenomenal 

and I still can‟t believe that I painted some of them!  The most mind blowing of them all 

was the Ed Hardy rose which Pashur promises to be a hit on any menu board... once 

mastered. What made the tattoos even more awesome was the way that they were 

paired with the most mind blowing tribal designs. 
 

Pashur‟s way of teaching tribal design coupled technical execution concepts with sug-

gestions on how to transfer what was in our heads onto paper/canvas. Admittedly, I‟m 

still light years away from being a proficient, but with simple concepts such as breathing room and negative space burned into 

my brain, I think I‟m well on my way!  I won‟t kid you, the tribals and tattoos were no joke to be certain and I plan to take this 

class again as soon as I find it offered nearby, but the knowledge we were given was more than enough to give us something to 

chew on for the time being. 
 

The most difficult parts of the class were the exercises where we were told to embellish the roses we'd painted with tribals (big 

fear of messing up there) and the one where we were told to "just paint a tribal design" that took up our whole forearm (if not 

more). Miraculously, Pashur always appeared at my side whenever I started to get stuck on some aspect of my de-

signs...actually, I suspect that there were Pashur clones about because it appeared that he was at everyone's side just as they 

needed him!  I plan on working out my tribal issues a lot in the coming months and I feel adequately equipped to do so. The class 

wrapped up with a stunning demo of Koi fish that materialized on his “canvas” like magic. We were all encouraged to take pic-

tures of the step-by-steps for this so that we could execute the design at home and make it our own. Out of respect for Pashur 

and because I think everyone should take his workshops, I won‟t be posting them anywhere, but if I manage to paint one that 

looks like a fish, you‟ll be the first to know! If you get the chance to take this class, I encourage you to jump all over it; even if Ed 

Hardy and Tribals aren‟t your style, this class (as with the 1st day‟s class) will not only go a long way to help you master controlling 

your brush and breaking your dependency on sponges but will also help you to make sense of techniques such as shading, 

blending, drop shadow application, ghosting and flame creation. 

 

   

 
  Pros: 

The class was very informative, very fun and the atmosphere was that of openness. 

The challenges were challenging, but not impossible to maneuver. The instructor took all of my threats to dump him 

in the nearby swimming pool with grace…even though I was serious when I made them. 

The classes forced me out of my sponge-first-ask-questions-later mindset and I felt like a real artist creating with very 

little spongy input. 

Pashur went out of his way to make sure that nobody left feeling that they were a crappy painter. Pashur under-

stands that art is subjective and personal and he worked with us to allow for the infusion of our individual personali-

ties into the designs we were painting. 

  Cons: 

While I am almost always equipped with everything AND the kitchen sink, some students arrived unprepared for the 

specific tools requirement for class (i.e. #10 Filbert, Ultra Round Brushes, Lining as opposed to Blending Black/White). I 

think having a short, but detailed list of tools would help those who aren‟t the self proclaimed tackle-tart that I am. 

I really think that one of the items on the class list should be a spiral bound watercolor paper booklet. This isn‟t really 

a con as it‟s not for everyone. The watercolor paper booklets  allowed me to execute even the most involved 

blending techniques without bleeding into the next page AND allowed me to take notes alongside my paintings.  

In hindsight, I wish we could‟ve all been given feeding tubes so we could‟ve foregone eating and maybe mega 

doses of Red Bull so that sleeping wasn‟t such a necessity. 

Pashur Review Pashur Review   ((continued)continued) 
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    June Photo PagesJune Photo Pages 

Pashur’s Columbus Workshop 

From Right Top to Left Bottom: 

Stretching Exercise Results:  

Design had to span two hands, in-

clude certain colors and patterns. By 

Jeanette/Daina 

Stretching Exercise.               

Finger painting seascape.                         

By Daina/Jeanette 

“Stretching Exercise” Result:  

Paint a one eyed monster on your 

hand but make it look like the eye 

protruding out of your hand.  By 

Jeanette 

A little after Jam Fun:               

Our monster Rock band. Can you 

guess which one is Pashur! 

Pashur’s Ed Hardy Rose.  

The NEO Gang...in the house 

with Mr. House. 

Ed Hardy “Cherries” 

Tribal Free-Styling Exercise 

Representing at FABAIC 2010 

From Right to Left, Top to Bottom: 

Karen is attacked  by a Wolfe. 

Luise being painted.  

Luise’s transformation. 

 

 

 

Face Painting Contest Entries      

Left to Right  

Marjorie Funke : Funke Designs 

Karen Fair: Faces of Fair 

Luise Easton: Weezie’s Crafts.  

Luise placed 2nd in the Novice Category 

for her stunning design! 
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Meet A Face Painter :   Meet A Face Painter :   Constance “Connie” Ritter of Faces and Fun Face Painting  

This month I‟m proud to introduce Constance “Connie” Ritter. Who is Connie Ritter? I believe I‟d have an 

easier time telling you who she isn‟t. Connie is the seemingly mild mannered owner of Faces and Fun Face 

Painting of Brecksville. As if that weren‟t enough, she is also the mother of two wonderful children (more on 

that later) as well as a supporting wife.  But wait, there‟s more… this amazing woman is ALSO an auxiliary 

police officer, a part-time religious studies teacher and an avid gardener. If you‟re tired after reading all of 

that, I suggest you take a nap before reading on. 
 

Connie got her start in face painting in 2007 as both a creative outlet and as a way to help support her fam-

ily while being around to watch her kids grow. Since then, her company has expanded to include Face Painting, Glitter 

Tattoos, Story Telling, Games and Magic. Having worked with this vertically challenged powerhouse, I can honestly say 

that when she says that the biggest benefit of face painting for her is the kids, she‟s not kidding…and it‟s not just because 

she and her miniature clients are roughly the same height. From the playful banter to her at ease demeanor, Connie is a 

face painter that kids (and many adults) find easy to like.  
 

While she uses paints manufactured by notable companies such as Snazaroo, Connie‟s hands down favorite paint is Dia-

mond FX paints because of the vibrancy of the color pigments. When asked what one thing, besides the basics, she 

couldn‟t live without in her kit she stated with disarming honesty: 
 

“Magic Fairy Dust. It makes the world go „round. Some think its centrifugal force and gravity, but it‟s not.  

 It‟s sparkles…ask any kid!”.  
 

I asked Connie what face painting related item she would buy if she could have anything she wanted and after cycling 

through her wish list (that included a new chair w/ an umbrella and all of the Wolfe Brothers gadgets) she finally settled on 

a customized VW Beatle with  a swirly, curls, hearts and flames embellished advertising wrap. I can respect that.  
 

One of the most memorable fun gigs that Connie shared with me was a 1960‟s Hippy themed party where she was fortu-

nate to be given the opportunity to paint a lot of busts (aka: boobage), backs and bald heads. On the flip side of that 

coin sits her worst face painting horror story that took place just a little while ago. Connie was setting up to paint at a festi-

val and as it would happen, three minutes after getting set up, they were hit by a violent storm.  The storm revealed a rip in 

the tent that she was set up under and incoming water drenched her set up while the wind played 52 Pickup with her 

sponges. She, of course, survived the ordeal, but unfortunately, a few of her sponges and a pot of paint did not. Connie, 

being Connie, was able to recover from the set back. 
 

Connie loves the relaxed atmosphere of sharing and giving that the industry offers but doesn‟t like the fact that many out-

side of the industry don‟t see face painters as serious business people. If there‟s one thing that Connie Ritter is, it‟s a serious 

business woman, but she‟s a business woman with a heart of Fairy Dust and we‟re happy to have her as part of our little 

group! 
 

Here‟s an interesting tidbit I‟ll bet you didn‟t know: Connie is the second of thirteen…yes, I said thirteen…1..3…children! But 

that‟s not all, her oldest child just turned…are you ready? 22! Yes, she has a 22-year old. That‟s amazing in and of itself, 

considering the fact that Connie looks like she just escaped her 20‟s. But wait, there‟s more! Up until just last year, she was 

the sole provider of grand children...did you miss the part about 12 brothers and sisters? Well, I‟m sure that whoever the 

lucky niece or nephew is, he or she will be one lucky kid to have such a talented Aunt! 
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Got something to say? 
If you have jam photos, an article, comment, joke or even some good old fashioned industry advice to 

contribute, feel free to contact  Jeanette Benware.  All contributors will be properly credited for their input.   

E-mail: imaginasticfp@gmail.com 
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We’re on the web! www.NEOhioFacepainters.Wordpress.com 

North East Ohio Fce Painters 

Our next Jam will be held on Our next Jam will be held on 

Wednesday, July 7th, at Hoggy’s of Wednesday, July 7th, at Hoggy’s of 

Garfield.Garfield.  

Hope to see you there!Hope to see you there!  

On the Wire: Upcoming EventsOn the Wire: Upcoming Events  
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The mission of the North East Ohio Face Painters group is comprised of several important objectives: 

To provide a means for which area face painters can meet in a non-competitive environment that facilitates not only 

professional and person growth, but camaraderie as well.  

To bring awareness of professional face painters to N.E. Ohio. It is through this awareness that what we have to offer will 

evolve from being a perceived value to a realized one. 

To enable a better system of networking through awareness of other face painters in our area. 

To uphold a standard of material safety and professional business practices. 

And most importantly, to provide a way for painters to have FUN without worrying about line control, time constraints or 

weird painting requests...okay...maybe not so much the weird requests. 

Our MissionOur Mission  


